
Product information

DOKU  Operations Control Folder

Easy to clean organizer for documents up to DIN A4 format in upright format

Description

Clear and with lot of space e.g. for documents or site plans etc., DOKU 
Operations Control Folder is the tried and tested companion for daily 
use. Regardless whether it is for fire brigade, ambulance or civil 
protection etc., DOKU is ideally suited for on-site documentation. 

Integrated carrying strap facilitates use and documentation on site 
significantly. The folder can be carried in writing position in front of 
waist and stabilized in position with holding strap around neck.
This allows for writing in a comfortable position. The folder’s weight 
rests on neck and waist.

Features:
- all-round zipper and hook-and-loop latch for closing of folder
- Interior

- compartment for documents
- pen holder
- compartments for office supplies (calculator, text marker etc.)
- ring binder (ten punched pockets included in delivery)

Specifications

• dimensions (W x H x D): 28 x 38 x 5.5 cm
• weight: approx. 1.55 kg
• colors: red  or  black
• material: - red: polyester

- black: 50% polyester, 50% tarpaulin
• article-no.: - red: 2681-9016

- black: 2681-9108
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Scope of delivery

Organizer with carrying strap and ten punched pockets; 
without further supplies

✓ quick research: easy access even if documentation folder is shouldered
✓ one size fits all: detachable, adjustable shoulder strap
✓ flexible: resealable transparent compartment

- rear: - transparent, sealable document compartment 
- transparent envelope and metal clip 

- carrying strap
- 50 mm high reflective stripe
- exterior plastic-pocket in business-card format
- hook-and-loop tape for individual labelling
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